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     PREMIUM GEAR + 75W-80 
  

 

High performance semi-synthetic lubricant for manual gearboxes. 

 

PERFORMANCES 

 
Standards: 

 
API GL-4 / GL-4 + 

ZF TE-ML 02A / 06 / 08 / 17A 
 

ADVANTAGES 

 
IGOL PREMIUM GEAR + 75W-80 ensures and optimises the lubrication of manual gearboxes of 
passenger cars and certain light commercial vehicles in all conditions of use. 
 
Its exclusive formulation gives it the following advantages: 
 

 Excellent fluidity and viscosity stability at low and high temperatures 

 Remarkable extreme pressure and anti-wear properties 

 Smooth gear shifting. 

 Increased gearbox life 

 Compatible with all metals 

USES 

 
IGOL PREMIUM GEAR + 75W-80 is a versatile, multi-vendor product that is recommended for 
use in a wide range of gearboxes where API GL-4 / GL-4 + and SAE 75W-80 are required. 
 
It offers the possibility of rationalising different manufacturers’s specifications on the same 
product, for example: 
 

 

BMW MTF LT-2 - FIAT 955550-MZ-6 - GM 1940768 - HONDA MTF / MTF-II / MTF-III - MTF 94 - 

NISSAN MT-XZ - NISSAN MT-XZ, type TL/JR - PSA B71 2330 / 2315 - TRANSELF NFJ (boites 

de vitesse JBX, JCX, JHX, JRX, NDX, TLX) - TRANSELF NFP (boites de vitesse PKX, PFX, 

VMX, NEX, NGX, NOX, UNX) - TRANSELF TRJ - VW G009 317 - FORD-M2C-186-A 

GM1940764- MB 235.10 -TRANSELF TRT / TRZ - VOLVO 97308 / 97309 
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     PREMIUM GEAR + 75W-80 
 

 

 

 

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 

Characteristics Standards Units Values 

Density at 15°C ASTM D4052 g/cm3 0.860 

Kinematic viscosity at 40°C ASTM D7042 mm²/s 51.7 

Kinematic viscosity at 100°C ASTM D7042 mm²/s 9.2 

Viscosity Index ASTM D2270 - 162 

Pour Point ASTM D97 °C - 46 

Flash Point ASTM D92 °C 218 

 
Note: Before use, always check the manufacturer's recommendations in the maintenance manual. 

 

Characteristics are given for information only and correspond with our manufacturing standards. IGOL reserves the right to modify them to 
provide its customers with the benefits of technical progress. Before using this product read the instructions for use and the environmental 
impacts mentioned in the technical and safety data sheets. The information given above is based on the current level of knowledge relative to the 
product concerned. The product user should take all useful precautions relative to its use. IGOL can in no circumstances be held responsible for 
damage resulting from incorrect use. 

 
Documentary reference : IV-IGOL046-2209 
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